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Abstract. A one-dimensional stability transport code has been developed to simulate the evolution
of tokamak plasma discharges. Explick finite-difference methods have been used to follow the temporal evolution of' dre electron temperature equation. The poloidal field diffusion equation has been
solved at every time step. The effects of MHD instabilities have been incorporated by soh'ing equations for MHD mixing and tearing modes as and when required. The code has been applied to follow
the evolution of tokamak plasma discharges obtained in the Saha institute of Nuclear Physics (SINP)
tokamak, From these simulations, we have been able to identify the possible models of thermal conductivity, diffusion and impurity contents in these discharges. Effects of different MHD modes have
been estimated. It has been found that in low q~ discharge 't~'~-- t, ~l = 1 and m = 2, ~ = 1
modes play n-tajorrole in discharge evo[u6on. These modes are found to result in the positive jump
in tSe loop voltage whicla w;ts also observed in the experiments, Hollow current density profile j,~
and negative shear ill the q profile have also been found in the rising phase of a discharge.
Keywords, Transport; stability; diffusion; MHD.
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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n

Computer simulation has been found to be extremeIy successful in exploring intricate physical phenomena, and thus Eelp in a better understanding of experimental situations. A full
description of the plasma behaviour would require a three dimensional calculation [1]. But
such studies are extremeIy complicated and need a lot of computational power and time.
Moreover, it is sometintes very important to know the detailed parametric variation of a
particular discharge. For this purpose, a one-dimensional (1D) code has been found to be
quite sufficient [2,3]. Considering the above, we have attempted to develop a simple onedimensional numerical model to simulate the evolution of j~ profile and related parameters for different discharges obtained in the SINP tokamak. Low qa discharges (%. < 2 and
q+,. < 1) have been setup in the SINP tokamak [4,5], and it is seen that the current rise phase
plays at~ important role in tile accessibility and evolution of these discharges [5-7]. In this
paper, the principal airn of study was to simulate the current density prol{le evolution in
the rising phase of tile low % discharges obtained experimeataUy in the SINP tokamak.
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2. Description of the present model

The geometry of the model [3] is cylindrical and is applicable to a tokamak provided the
aspect ratio is sufficiently large. In the SINP tokamak, the aspect ratio can be varied from
4(30 cm/7.5 cm) to ~ 5.5(30 cm/5.5 cm). So the model is well applicable to it. The model
is diviclecl into two par~s: (1) transport and (2) stability. Method of solntiou is as follows:
([) We integrate the system of cqumion of energy and magnetic field diffusion, checkhlg
at each time step for the appearance of resonant surfaces and the fulfillment of the stability
conditions.
(ii) If at any moment, a resonant surface appears and it is found that a stability calculation
is l~ecessaly, we interrupt the integration of tile system arid perform the stability calculation and appropriate estimation o[ ali the requhed quantities such as thermal conductivity,
diffusivity, resistivity of plasma etc.
(iii) After calculating the above mentioned quantities, we continue the integration of the
system of equations representing transport.

2. t Tran,sT~ortmodel
In this model, we have considered two coupled dii-ferendal equations (t) and (2) where
eq. (1) is the poloidal magnetic field (B0) diffusion equation and eq. (2) is the electron
temperature (Te) evolution equation, The diffusion equation is written as
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where j, X, .D and 12. are the current density, thermal conductivity, diffusion and the radiation loss factors respectively. The boundary conditions for eq. (2) are OT~/&" = 0, at
7' = 0 and 7~ = Ta at r = ap, where Ta is the edge value of temperature, ap is the minor
radius of the plasma, In addition to the above two equations, the MIID mixing [9] and the
tearing mode equation [ 13] has been solved as and when required to incorporate the effects
of the instabilities. It has been assumed that the density profile cloes not vary in time and
is expressed by 'n,0") = ~7,0 + r~l(]. - v2/@), where ?z,0 is the density at the edge of the
pIasma and et,o + ~h is the densky at the centre of tile plasma, Tile parameters ,y~ and De
are obtained as Xe : X+~o+ X~J- and De : Deo -F Der, where the term with subscript
'e0' is tile wtlue without considering tile effect of instability anti the other term with sub~
script 'el_' is the effect due to i~stability. Explicit finite-difference scheme has been used
to soIve these equations. As a result, it has become necessary to conform to strict stability
criterion, In particular, time stepping has been carried nnt using the largest possible time
step At which, satisfies -:,~a,,(:x+.)2
2~:,
< 1 where At. is the grid size in the radial direction, 77
is plasma resistivity and #o is the permeabi]ity of the vacuurn.
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2.2 &abili.ty analysis
In order to incorporate the effect of MHD instabilities, resistive analysis has been carried
out to follow tile growth and decay rates of a large number of MHD modes. Tile effects of
these instabilities have been incorporated in ~he calculations through their effect on thermal
conductivity, diffusion coefficient and resistivity using the following approaches:
(1) Empirical: According to this method, the effects of the instabilities were incorporated
in the form of empirical equations when the current profile was hollow and the local minimum in q is near integral, i.r 0 < (Trl,/r~ - q,ni~) < 0,1 [8], At each reso~lant surface,
XeI

-

-

constant • Xeo,

.De* has been considered in the same manner.
(2) MHD mixb~g: Rapid mixing of the poloidal field, density and temperature of particles
in a particular layer can occur in the plasma clue to the existet~ce of a resonant surface inside the plasma which destroys the magnetic surface configuration partially. Generally, the
mixing time is much smaller r
the characteristic times for thermal conduction and diffusion. Kadomtsev's model has been used for this part of the analysis [9] which follows the
evolution and mixing of the flux function '~/~which represents the deviation of the poloidal
magnetic flux from the flux created by a uniform field. MathematicaIiy, this fuuction can
be described as

I ]~0"r( 1 / q -

~/)= - ~ . .

,z/r,z)rdr'.

The experimentally observed mixing has been roughly divided into (i) internal mixing
(occurring in the central region), and (ii) external mixing (oecm'ring orl the plasma periphery). Instabilities due to the existence of both single (SRS) and double (DRS) resonant
st:daces have been col~sideredit~ this model. The expression of Xd according to this model
is

with X~ > > X~0. Here, ~mi~ is the distance fi'om the centre of the mixing region and h,mi:.:
is the half width of the mixing region,
(3) Resiali~:e stabilio: atlaiysis: Instabilities have been taken into consideration using the
equation

1 d (, d,/,

/

where poloidal flux function ~/: -- ,.,.u. , B,,
, Ms the perturbed radial magnetic field, q is
the safety factor. Both the SIRS [2] and DRS [/0] modes have been handled using proper
boundary conditions. The solution has been considered to have converged onty when the
difference between the "~ in ti~e previous iteration and that in a particular iteration is less
than 1.0 • 10 -G. WhiIe simulating the experimenta] situations, it large tmmber of modes,
nameIy, 4/1, 3/1, 2/1, 3/2, 1/1, 4/5, 3/4 have been considered. Depending on the SRS
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and DRS bebaviour of a particular mode, proper bouudary conditions have bee~ set up
and growth rates of the modes have been estimatecL Growd~ of the mode and related
islands have been esthnated following Rutherford's theory [11] according to which the
mode ceases the exponential growth and enters a domain of algebraic growth as soon as
the island is larger d~an the tearing layer. Across ~he island region of each tearing mode,
g~s has been estimated to be given as

kh)

)'

where ass is the distance [,-ore the island centre and h is the island half width. For the above
calculations a peri-ecfly conducting wail has been assumed to be situated at 8.5 cm from
the plasma centre which is tl~e radius of the vacuum vessel of the SiNP tokamak.
Anaiysing the results fronl a large ntlnlber of computations, it was also possibie to arrive
at an optimum method for estimating the effects of instabilities. It is as follows:
(i) r~z = 1, r~. = 1 modes to be bandied empirically.
(it) All otkere SRS modes to be handled by the tearing mode solver.
(iii) All DRS modes to be hnndled by mixing [heo,y (in principle, it can also be done
by the tearing mode solver but the convergence process becomes extrenle].y slow in snch a
case).
(iv) Under certain circumstances, it is possible to have more than two resonant surfaces
at the same instant, This is a rather complicated situation and can be either taken care of
by using the empirical apploack or may have to be neglected altogether.
The transport and the stability model has been validated using well~known theoretical
equations [12,13],

3. Results
3,1 Parametric stttdies

Different models (diffusion, thermal conductivity, radiation etc) suitable for explaining the
SINP tokamak discharges have been obtained through an extensive numerical scan of the
available pararneters of eq. (2). During these scans, all the parameters, except one was
kept constant. This particular parameter (X, D or 12) was varied according to different
models, or different quantities (impurity comen0, tn each case, temperature profile and
other parameters obtained from simulation were studied critically to see it! there was some
umealistic result, Since we were nol simulating an exact experimental scenario, the total
plasma current was also kept constant ciuring the scans ( ~ 10 kA) and only the transport
model has been considered for this purpose. The effects of the instability have not beea
taken into consideration.
For thermal conductivity, we have considered models from [13-18]. it has been seen
that Ohkawa model [18] for thermal conductivity is suitable for the SINP tokamak. Thus,
c2

v<,

(4)

~ "
is the piasma :freqttency and v,. = ,~2:s;. is the mean electron
%>~ = V ~
V""o
thermal velocity. Thus eq. (4) has been written in C.G.S. system of units.
where

:
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Figure 1. Hollow jo profile, Bt ~- 0.308 T, a~ = 5.5 cm, 7'~ = 1.4 cm for Ii, = 10.0
kA (SRS), r~ = 2.6 cm for It, = 8.0 kA (SRS), r~ = 3.4 cm and v~ -- ,5.1 cm for
I v -- 7.0 kA (DRS),
For diffusion coefficient, we considered different models [19], e.g., the classical raodel,
the Pfirsch-Schluter model, the neo-classica~ model, the Kadomtsev model and the B o h m
model. Similarly, B o b m model has been found suitable for diffusion part. The B o h m
diflusion coefficient (D~) is estimated by the equation

DB

1%
=

(5)

Going through numerical experiments, we c o n c l u d e d that a satisfactory model of h-npurity distribution for the SINP tokamak low q~ plasma may be the following: (1) The
distribution approximately follows the plasma density distribution. (2) Low Z impurities
remain below 2%. (3) High Z impurities remain below 0.5%.

3.2 Island wid#t calculations
For various constant current cases, we tried to estimate the growth of islands related to
various modes. One of the representative results for the rn = 2 mode has been illustrated
in figure 1 which is for a hollow current density profite, with .B~ = 0.308 T and al = 5.5
cm. The first one is for Ip = 10 kA, second one is for Ip = 8 kA and the third one is
for .It~ = 7 kA. The c1~.in these cases are 1,55, 1[.94 and 2.2. The positions of the resonant
surfaces are at 1.4. cm, 2.6 cm from the centre of the vessel in the first two cases. At 7 kA
we are getting double resonant surfaces for 'm ~ 2, ~ = 1. mode at 3.4 cm and 5.1 em.
Initially the islands are found to grow very fast and after that it saturates, The w[ddl of
the island in the case where the resonant surface is at 3.4 cm ( D R S ) is around 2 cra, This
value is remarkably close to that obtained from the external magnetic probes in the SINP
tokamak [20].
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3.3 Effect O/'the ram o f plasma currem rise otz the plpfile evolution
The effect of the rate of current rise on the shape of the current density profile and other
plasma parameters have been smdiec[ usitag the developed cocle. In this study, we have
not considered the effects of the instability on wwious plasma parameters. Figure 2a and
2b show the evolution of the current density profile for a slow (/p = ,5 mA/s) and a fast
]~p = 50 mA/s) rate of current rise, respectively. According to figure 2a, the initial flat .jr
profile retains a more or less flat shape in 15 lzs, while in figure 2b, .j,~, p.ofi[e changes its
initial flat shape and changes to a subset uently hollow profile within the sanle time span.
The study confirms the knowledge that, larger Ip results in a stronger skin effect where a
large percentage of the total era-rent remains close to the plasma edge. This is a verification
of our experimental findings reported elsewhere [7].
3.4 Application to experimental situations

3.4.1 Experimemal sce~ario: Using the experience gained in the previous simuIations, the
experimental scenario of a large number of SINP tokamak discharges were reconstructed.
In order to carry out these simulation, the value of the tota[ plasma current at each instant
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Figure 2. The effect of lhe rate of rise of I>. (a) Slow current rise, (b) ffLstcurrent rise.
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Figtl~'e 3..'J,b .pro{~le of the ULQ discharge obtained from (~i) simulat%n, (b) experi~neIlt.
(~obtail~ed experimentally) was supplied as an input. Here, we have presented re.prese~tazive
results for one disehat'ge with (/~ -~ 0.S. The var}.ous par,~metecs were as fotlow,~: major
t'Mk~s: 0.3 m, mi.nor radius: 0.055 m, toro[dal m agr~etic field: 0.308 T (ULQ) m~d 0.88 T
for (NQ), pta~ma particle density fit the cer~tre: 2 x 10 ~'9 m ~a, plasma particle density a
the edge: t x 20 ~ m -3, thermal condt~ctiviw: Oh)xawa rondel, diffus.iom Bohm model,
hnpuci~y coment: carbon: 2.0 %, oxygen: 2.0 %, iron: 0.5 %, tungsten: 0.5 %, modes
ct?nsidered: 4.11, 3/1, 2/1, 3/2, 1/1, 4~'5,314., 2/3, [/2. Simulated resMts of d~e ultra low %
di,~ehm'ge "tre shown in l~gures 3 m 6. Tile experimental results have also been produced
along with these simMated o~es. Figure 3a shows the j~ profile obtai~ed [irom sii~ulation
while figure 3b ,sba~',s the experimeatat[5~ obtained jr proI{le. Both the figures have been
dt'awn f~r a time slice of 1.5 ms from the initiation of the dischmge. !~ the e~periment
(figure 3b), the initial hMlow shape is susmi~aed for ar~tmd 350 it,s, tb,e~? it changes to a
parabolic one. In the simulation, the initial j~ prol~le was considered to be fiat and it kms
bee~ allowed to evolve with time. in simulation also, the ,/r profile changes i~s shape
afoul% 300 #s and moves towards a more parabolic one us time passes. The order of magnitude of jr am almost the ~t~me in both ~he cases ('~, 4.0 7 : t 0 t~ aml?/mx), In the loop
~,oltage obtained experiment.tally a positive jumI~ is usually obtai~ed around 300/_~s. This
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Figure 4. Loop voltage of the ULQ discharge obtained from (a) simulation. (b) expero
iment.
positive jump is found to be connected with the shape change in the it, profile. Figures 4a
and 4b show the loop voltage obtained from simulation and experiment respectively. It is
seen that the spikes in the loop voltage obtained experimentally has been reproduced by
our very simple model. The positive spikes in the loop voltage starts around 250/.Ls and
this continues up to 350~!-00 #s and has a magnitude of 70 volt according to figure 4b. The
same positive spike appears h~ the simulated loop voltage around 250 #s and continues up
to 300/.~s. After that again bunch of spikes start. It has been seen.from the experiment
al~d the simulatiorts that nz = l, r~ = 1 mode is associated with this positive jump and this
changes the shape of the current density profile. The sin:related 7~ and q profiles are shown
in ligures 5 and 6 respectively. The central temperature is around 100 eV. Initia[ly the T~
profile is hollow and as time passes it changes to a parabolic shape. The q profile also
shows negative shem: up to 350 #s and after that it increases monotonically. The change in
shape of J4, and q indicates cm.-rent penetration towards the piasma current columm
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4, Conclusions
The current penetration problem is a highly nonlinear one, involving a competition between
current diffusion, ohmic heating, thermal transport and stability. Despite the simplicity of
the numerical model, it is found that the simulation reproduced the global features of the
experi,nental observations.
(i) The thermal conductivity of the SINP tokarnak plasmas seems to follow the empirical
relations similar to those described by the Oh kawa model [ 18],
(ii) It is well-known that the plasma diffusion follows the Bohm model in the early phase
of a discharge [17]. The diffusion in the other phases of the low q~, discharges in the SINP
tokamak also seems to be described well by the Bohm model because these are fluctuatiotl
dominateci.
(iii) There is a good amount of low Z impurities in the plasma, although the amount of
high Z impurities shouId be quite low.
Pramana - J. Phys., VoI. 56, No. 5, May 2001
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(iv) High rate of current rise allows the jr profile to remain hollow for a longer time; durit~g
this period, various instabilities may attempt to destabilize the plasma but none of them can
grow to a sufficiently large magnittlde.
(v) We plan to improve the code by incorporating ~he foIlowing phenomena:
(a) anomaly in the values of X, r} and D may be present during the discharge evolution
(especially in the fluctuation dominated ULQ regime),
(b) surface wall interaction,
(c) ion temperature evolutiot~ and density evoltltion,
(d) interaction among different modes.
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